
EngraveLab BOSS Edition II FLEX is an add-on to the SELECT and CUSTOM packages that grew from a need 
to have one complete design and engraving software solution aimed at optimizing the possibilities of your BOSS 

Laser and your Rotary engraving/routing systems at the same time. You have all the commands that you are used 
to with your BOSS Edition II package, plus features and drivers needed to run a Bit driven system.  Please call 
today for a free Interactive Demo or download the 15 day free Trial version.  Once you see that the software 
marriage between Laser and Rotary Engravers will spark the future of your production needs, making the decision 
to add this attachment to your BOSS Laser PC obvious .

· EngraveLab BOSS Edition II FLEX Add-On: The FLEX add-on package maintains all the features of the Prime 
Custom and advanced SELECT BOSS Edition II Packages plus the features needed for a Rotary Bit Driven Engraving 
System. 

· Rotary Engraver and Router Filters: Begin with industry-leading import filters, extensive file format support 
includes DXF, EPS, AI and PDF. Enhance your basic text with imported graphics, and improve your engraving efficiency 
with single-line engraving fonts. Output to a variety of Rotary Engravers, Vinyl Cutters, and CNC Machines.

· Rotary Engraver and Router Drivers: These Drivers allow direct output of your files to the individual rotary 
Engravers and Routers, controlling Speeds and Feeds and controlling the quality and look of the production piece after 
processing.

· Simple Conversion of Multi-line Fonts Into Engraving-ready Single Line Fonts: Create your own engraving 
fonts, don’t buy them! Easily convert TrueType and Adobe PFB fonts into single line fonts.

· Support for Most Laser and Rotary Engravers: Outfit your shop with a single software package that supports 
all your production workflow. Economical, and also provides a standardized solution that requires less expertise of 
multiple software packages.

· Optimized Fill Routines: Maximizes efficient production by producing more, in less time. Male/Female Cuts

as well as Centerline and Hatch-fill routines.

· Automated Centerline Vectorization: Stop wasting time exporting and importing files. Accurately convert your 
artwork into centerline objects that can be engraved as a sharp, clean vector graphics.

· Arc and Contour Control : Arrange Text and Objects into quick Arcs and easy to generate Contours for Cutouts 
and more.

· 3D Generator:  Powerful 3D chisel algorithm quickly and easily generates "V" or hand carved looking graphics 
and / or text. Select different conical or V-Bit tools and with the click of a mouse, easy to learn, easy to use.

· Timely Support: We support you from Regional to National – Phone Support and PC-2-PC instruction. 
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